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Abstract
In several unified field theories the torsion trace is set equal to the electromagnetic potential.
Using fibre bundle techniques we show that this is no leading principle but a formal consequence
of another geometric relation between space-time and electromagentism.
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Torsion in general relativity is commonly studied within the framework of Einstein–Cartan
theory, in which it is related to spin [1]. However, there is also another physical role of torsion
suggested in several works on the unification of gravity and electromagnetism [2,3,4,5]. The
idea of such a geometric unification is to omit any restrictions on the linear connection Γαµβ
and to identify its torsion trace Tµ = T
α
µα = Γ
α
µα − Γ
α
αµ with the electromagnetic potential
Aµ.
It is well-known that Einstein’s so-called non-symmetric unified field theory of gravity and
electromagnetism [6] suffered from severe inconsistencies. Subsequently, several authors tried to
remedy these drawbacks by changing the employed Lagrangian and by introducing the ansatz
Tµ ∼ Aµ in an ad hoc manner [2]. Later on, this ansatz could be motivated by the structure of
the field equations, which precisely resembled the Einstein–Maxwell equations [3,4]. Thereby,
an arbitrary connection Γαµβ was restricted by the field equations to be of the form
Γαµβ = {
α
µβ}+
1
3
δαβTµ , (1)
where {αµβ} is the Christoffel symbol. Despite the formal agreement of the field equations, the
proposed identification Tµ ∼ Aµ lacked a clear geometric and physical meaning, because Tµ is
only a vector but not an U(1) potential like Aµ and therefore can not be gauged. The so-called
λ–transformation, introduced first by Einstein in another context [6], could not substitute the
U(1) structure, since its geometric foundation is obscure.
The real problem with the ansatz Tµ ∼ Aµ is that no true U(1) fibre bundle structure have
been constructed. In [5] such a structure was introduced, but it differed from the common
understanding of U(1) gauge theory. For example, charged particles were represented by scalar
densities of an “imaginary weight”. A related problem with unified field theories is the lack
of a physical interpretation of the resulting connection (1): Since it is not metric, ∇µgαβ =
−2
3
Tµ · gαβ 6= 0, it must not be applied for the parallel transports of signals on the space-time
because this would lead to the dependence of physical invariants upon their histories like in
Weyl’s unified theory [7]. Therefore, it is necessary to decompose the whole connection (1) into
a metric part and the torsion term. But this can be done in several ways, for example, as
Γαµβ = [{
α
µβ}] + [
1
3
δαβTµ] (2)
2
or
Γαµβ = [{
α
µβ}+
1
6
(δαβTµ − T
αgµβ)] + [
1
6
(δαβTµ + T
αgµβ)] . (3)
In both examples the first bracket [. . .] represents a metric connection. Although (2) is suggested
by the field equations, there is no unique geometric prescription to decide between the different
choices of the decompositions.
In principle, it is not difficult to provide a clear fibre bundle geometric prescription of
how to separate (1): A general linear connection is represented by a 1–form ω (with some
characteristic features) on the tangent frame bundle F (M) of the space-time manifold M . Let
L be the (special) Lorentz group and L(M) the bundle of orthonormal frames. Suppose now
that ω can be definitely pulled back onto a fibre-product bundle [8] of L(M) and some U(1)
bundle U(1)(M). This is a principal bundle with structure group L× U(1) and will be simply
denoted by (L × U(1))(M). Since this fibre-product bundle is built canonically from both
bundles L(M) and U(1)(M), it is possible (see e.g. [8]) to decompose ω uniquely into a metric
connection 1–form on L(M) and a potential on U(1)(M) and represent ω as the sum of these
two connection 1–forms. This would provide the desired separation prescription of (1).
To make this pull-back idea more concrete, let us consider Dirac spinors ψ [9]. It is well-
known that spinor derivatives can be constructed not only from the Christoffel symbol but
also from any metric connection with non-vanishing contorsion [10]. By writing such a metric
connection in its orthonormal anholonomic components Γaµb the spinor derivative is defined by
∇µψ = ∂µψ −
1
4
Γaµbγ
bγaψ , (4)
where γbγa have been employed instead of the commonly used Lorentz generators σba = 1
2
(γbγa−
γaγb) in virtue of metricity or, equivalently, the Lorentz algebra condition Γaµb = −Γbµa [10,11].
If we now omit this condition and use a general linear connection instead, its non-vanishing
trace part Γaµb ·
1
2
(γbγa + γaγb) = Γaµbη
ba = Γaµa, η
ab = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1), also contributes
to the spinor derivative,
∇µψ = ∂µψ −
1
4
Γaµbσ
baψ −
1
4
Γaµaψ . (5)
The merits of this extended spinor derivative are manifold: Already at this formal level the
connection is clearly decomposed in its metric part 1
2
(Γaµb−Γbµa), and its non-metricity vector
1
4
Γaµa, which will become the U(1) potential. The extension of the spinor derivative (4) is
3
not unique since σba could have been replaced equally well by −γaγb or, more generally, by
σba + ε · ηba. Due to this freedom, spinors with any multiple of the elementary charge, εe, can
be treated. Another merit of (5) is that, besides the electromagnetic phenomena, the spin-
torsion coupling established in Einstein–Cartan theory is automatically included. The most
important consequence of (5) is, that the field equations now enforce a complex rather than a
real valued connection. This complex extension is essential to the construction of the correct
U(1) bundle structure [9].
To explain the geometric content of (5) and, at the same time, to deduce the required
decomposition principle of (1), let us look first at the usual spinor derivative (4): A metric
connection 1–form ωm is defined on L(M) only, which — provided thatM is spin — is endowed
with a spin structure Spin(M)→→ L(M). This is a twofold covering bundle map and induces a
C4 spinor bundle, on which spinors with their spin 1/2 representation can be properly defined.
ωm can be pulled back to Spin(M) and yields a spin connection, which in turn defines the
spinor derivative (4). On the other hand, a complex linear connection ωc is defined on the
whole complex frame bundle Fc(M), built from all tangent bases of C ⊗ TM . Since there
is no comparable twofold mapping onto Fc(M), ωc does not yield a spin connection directly.
Therefore, it must be pulled back to an “intermediate bundle”, for which a spin structure exists.
Such a bundle is given by (CL × U(1))(M), which is the complex analogue of (L× U(1))(M)
mentioned above and is built from the complexified orthonormal frame bundle CL(M) and a
trivial U(1) bundle M ×U(1). The fact that ωc can indeed be pulled back to this fibre-product,
which in itself is not a natural subbundle of the frame bundle, is not as trivial as it might
first look [9]. Once ωc is pulled back onto this intermediate, a complexified spin structure
CSpin(M) →→ CL(M) can be employed to further pull it back to (CSpin × U(1))(M), which
then gives rise to the extended spinor derivative (5).
According to this geometric background, the linear connection Γaµb can be uniquely decom-
posed into its metric connection 1
2
(Γaµb − Γbµa) on CL(M) and a true U(1) potential
1
4
Γaµa on
M × U(1). In vacuum, if the linear connection is written in its holonomic coordinate compo-
nents Γαµβ , the field equations of the theory [9] yield the same result as in (1). But now the
above fibre bundle geometry unambiguously prescribes the decomposition (2), see [9]. The true
4
geometric interpretation of electromagnetism is now given by
1
4
Γaµa :=
ie
~c
Aµ . (6)
Strictly speaking, 1
4
Γaµa is a 1–form defined on the space-time manifold M , which has been
obtained by pulling the corresponding U(1) potential on M × U(1) back onto M via a special
U(1) cross section (namely the trivial cross section, which prescribes to each point on M the
constant value 1 ∈ U(1)). If, instead, another U(1) cross section is used for the pull-back, then
it will result in an U(1) gauge transformation of (6). Now, the identification (6) can be inserted
into the expression of the whole connection (1), from which its torsion trace can be computed,
Tµ = 3 ·
ie
~c
Aµ . (7)
Thus, Tµ still seems to be related to Aµ. However, since the coordinate connection components
in (1) and also in (7) are obtained by pulling back ωc from the frame bundle to M via the cross
section given by a coordinate reference frame (∂/∂xµ), there is no possibility of an U(1) gauge
transformation in (7). Therefore, to obtain (7) from (6), the special U(1) gauge implicitly
chosen in (6) must be held fixed. Since (7) is valid in this U(1) gauge on M × U(1) only,
the relation Tµ ∼ Aµ is merely a formal remnant of the true U(1) identity (6), see for more
information [9].
Contrary to the unified field theories [2,3,4,5], where the whole connection (1) is supposed to
unify gravity, represented by the Christoffel symbol, and electromagnetism, we have seen that
the trace part 1
4
Γaµa must be detached from the whole connection on the frame bundle and pulled
back to a U(1) bundle in order to obtain the electromagnetic potential. This decomposition
principle is in accord with the well-known theorem that it is impossible to combine space-time
and internal symmetry in any but a trivial way [12]. We can say, however, that it is not
necessary to include the electromagnetic potential into the space-time as something alien or,
as has been done by Infeld and van der Waerden [13], only on the spin connection level, but
that electromagnetic phenomena can be viewed as originating from the intrinsic geometry of
space-time.
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